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I help people  
win grants 



Agenda 

•   Some truths about writing and reviewing 
    grants and what that implies about  
    winning 

•   Advanced grantsmanship tips you can use 
immediately in most types of grants 



1.  Most grants don’t do the people who wrote 
     them justice 
2.  Writing a grant is not like writing a journal 
     article 
3.  There is no guarantee your reviewers will 
     be alert, qualified, or fair 
4.  If your grant is easy to review, reviewers will 
     be more likely to give you high scores 
 
	
	
	
	
	

Deep	truths	about	grants	
	



5.   Sometimes losing has to do with the grant 
      agency, not you. It’s not your fault you lost. 
6.   Grantsmanship will help you win sooner  
      and more often 
7.  A grant writing trick for one kind of grant 
     (e.g., NIH) can be used in many others 
     (NSF, DoED, foundation grants, etc.) 
 

Deep	truths	about	grants	
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Deep truth #8: What federal grant 
agencies want to buy in research 
projects 

Foundations  
want the  
same thing 



A tale of 4 MSU reviewers: the good, 
the bad, the sleepy, and the angry 	
 
… to explain that grant review is not all 
bloodless and mechanical -- so you must  
write for reviewers as they really are,  
and not as you wish they were.	
 



So this should be your grant writing 
strategy  
 
To describe a project so interesting, and to 
make it so easy to review, that it casts a 
spell and makes them… 

ü  forget they’re tired 
ü  forget their bad mood  
ü  forget resenting spending time on your 
    grant 



 
“A happy reviewer tends  

to be a positive reviewer.” 
 

– Liane Reif-Lehrer 
 “Confessions of an NIH  

Proposal Reviewer” 

This	is	a	good	strategy	because…	



Dead-on-Arrival  
on page 1 

More than a few reviewers decide a grant  
will lose based just on the first page. And as  

soon as they believe you’ve lost, they  
have far less motivation to read with care.  

Page 1 must make them think  
your project may be a winner. 



Which would you rather read at 10 pm? 



7 ways to improve your 
grant’s critical first page  

(that most of your  
competitors won’t use) 



1. Tell reviewers what your project is 
    about in the first sentence. For 
    example: 
    This project is about [fill in]. 

 
This goal of this proposal is to [fill in]. 
 Many	of	your	compe.tors	won’t	tell		

reviewers	what	their	grant	is	about	un.l	
the	second	or	third	paragraph.	They’re	
wri.ng	as	if	grants	are	journal	ar.cles.	



Example 

 -- Jae-Wook 
Jeong of MSU 



2. Include a graphical abstract to 
    help reviewers understand what 
    your project is about. And use  
    its legend to help them see  
    what makes your project special 
    or guaranteed to work. 



-- Jim Pestka 
of MSU 

A	graphical	abstract	
doesn’t	have	to	
take	much	room.		
Note	sentences	in	
bold	for	easier		
scanning,	brevity	
of	the	Aims,	and	
Overall	Impact	at	
boCom.	



-- Jim Pestka of MSU 

Using a Venn diagram 
to highlight the  
grant’s main question 

The	legend	.es	the		
ques.on	to	suppor.ng	
preliminary	data.	



-- Holly Brophy-Herb of MSU 

Use the legend 
to make your 
project easier 
to understand. 
Or say what  
makes it special  
or guaranteed 
to work. 
 



-- Thomas Jansson 

Graphical abstract & lengthy legend make 
central hypothesis easier to understand 
 



Is it too big for page 1? Use page 2. 

  -- William Noble               -- Thomas Jansson 



Graphical abstract ideas aren’t hard  
to find 



Graphical abstract ideas aren’t hard  
to find 





from researchgate.com 

Education paper’s graphical abstract 



from sciencedirect.com 

Education paper’s graphical abstract 
	



Computers in Human Behavior 

Education paper’s graphical abstract 
	



International J. of Educational Research 

Education paper’s graphical abstract 
	



3. Before the first page ends, tell 
    reviewers in 50 words or less the 
    impact your project’s success will 
    have on your field. 

This statement summarizes what you 
will give the funders in return for their 
money. 



EXAMPLE: 

Overall Impact: Revealing mechanisms 
by which DHA blocks cSIO2-triggered 
lupus will bring novel insights into the 
disease’s initiation and how manipulating 
the lipidome through diet can prevent it. 
 
(29 words) 

-- Jim Pestka of MSU 



EXAMPLE: 
Overall	Impact:	We	will	clarify	how		
ARID1A	mediates	P4	inhibi.on	of	E2		
signaling	in	the	uterus	and	test	using		
mice	and	human	.ssues	whether	a		
phytoestrogen,	resveratrol,	can	help		
treat	infer.lity	and	endometriosis.	Our		
experiments	will	employ	the	first	low-cost	
animal	model	that	closely	resembles		
human	endometriosis. 
(48 words) -- Jae-Wook Jeong of MSU 



4. If you anticipate reviewers will 
    have an immediate objection  
    about your project once they 
    understand what it is, begin on 
    the first page to explain why your 
    project is consistent with their 
    organization’s mission. On the 
    following pages keep reminding them. 
    If you have evidence to back you up,  
    don’t wait long to show it. 



Example: Gita Coaker knew she had 
a problem 

Coaker is a botanist, and NIH spends 
hardly anything on botany research. 
Unless she convinced reviewers the 
immune system proteins she studied in a 
plant were conserved during evolution all 
the way to humans, she very likely would 
not win NIH funding and would have to 
apply to NSF for a whole lot less money. 



Coaker starts selling NIH on plant  
research beginning in the abstract 



She  
continued 
selling NIH 
on her work 
in her grant’s 
first page. 



Then she 
continued 
to sell on 
the next page 
and added 
evidence 
(Fig. 1). 
 



More selling 
from Coaker 
on the next 
page 



Coaker sold her work as relevant to  
NIH’s mission on the page after that 



How many times  
Gita Coaker mentions 
conservation of her  
system during evolution 
 — which reviewers must 
 accept for her to win —  
in her Abstract and first 4 
pages. 

8 



If there’s a point you absolutely must 
convince reviewers about or not be funded,  
do what Gita Coaker did: Say it multiple 
times, say it early, and add evidence to 
back it up. 

Stealing a page from Gita’s  
playbook 



Example of 
stealing from 
Gita’s playbook: 
On his 3rd and 
final try to win 
his R01, Adam 
Ratner knew  
he had a 
problem   



Ratner’s paragraph repeats over and 
over: This is a low-risk experiment   



	
	
	
	
	
	
	

5.  Anything that can distract  
     reviewers from getting excited  
     about your grant by the bottom 
     of the first page should be  
     removed. Put it on some other 
     page. 

If reviewers aren’t excited about your 
grant by the bottom of the first page 
you’ll probably lose. 



Example. In editing 
Jae-Wook Jeong’s 
first page, I moved 
details unnecessary 
to getting reviewers 
excited about his  
work (yellow) to 
another page. 
  



Moving some info 
elsewhere made 
room to repeat  
key points. :  
a novel therapy; 

: new gene 
targets; :  
an innovative  
disease model  



6.	Use	simple	English	as	much	
				as	possible.	Avoid	really	long	
				sentences.	Minimize	jargon.	
				Use	the	acCve	voice.	
	
	 Reviewers in pajamas will love you.   



7.	Do	not		
				misoverabbreviate*!	

* New word inspired by Pres. G.W. Bush 

Using lots of abbreviations in your grant  
that reviewers don’t know the meaning  
of won’t help you win.  



Some grant tips for  
later pages 



Write a figure legend so it can  
be scanned: Do this by beginning 
the legend with your conclusion  
about what the figure means in 
bold. 



Howard Kaufman: I agree pretty much with everything Andy said, but I was less enthusiastic for a few other reasons. First of all, this is clearly a strong group and they’ve done a lot of pre-clinical work in this area, and I thought that was a major strength of the application. However, as Andy sort of eluded, their justification for picking this particular drug, I think was somewhat lacking. 

I felt it would've been strengthened by either a more raw justification based on the literature or based on their own work in terms of how this drug may in fact be influencing a colorectal cell-proliferation. And so for that reason, I gave it the score that I did. 

  
Begin the legend with the conclusion 
in bold  

 -- Mengxi  
Jiang 	



This 
technique 
makes  
conclusions 
from many  
studies 
easier to 
grasp  
quickly  

-- Thomas Jansson 



A	Jansson-style	legend	not	only		
makes	understanding	the		
data	easier	–	it	also	makes	it	easier	
for	a	reviewer	to	defend	your	grant	
during	a	review	meeCng.	



Reviewers love lists and summaries 
because they make reviewing easier 

“A happy reviewer is a positive reviewer.” 
 
                               -- Liane Reif-Lehrer 



Thomas	Jansson	used	a	list	to	explain	
why	his	proposal	was	important	



 
 
 

John Gabrieli 
didn’t trust 
reviewers to 
know what his 
preliminary  
experiments 
meant. So he 
summarized it for 
them inside text 
boxes they couldn’t 
overlook. 
 



 
 
 

Howard Kaufman: I agree pretty much with everything Andy said, but I was less enthusiastic for a few other reasons. First of all, this is clearly a strong group and they’ve done a lot of pre-clinical work in this area, and I thought that was a major strength of the application. However, as Andy sort of eluded, their justification for picking this particular drug, I think was somewhat lacking. 

I felt it would've been strengthened by either a more raw justification based on the literature or based on their own work in terms of how this drug may in fact be influencing a colorectal cell-proliferation. And so for that reason, I gave it the score that I did. 

Gabrieli’s summaries-in-a-box tell 
reviewers what his preliminary data 
means for project feasibility 



To make your grant easy for lazy 
reviewers to scan without missing 
why your work is important 
 
1. Put the first sentence in each 
paragraph in bold.  
 
2. Write these first sentences so when 
a reviewer scans them they’ll 
summarize what you want the reviewer 
to know. 
 



Read just the 
first sentences 
in bold in Jose 
Luchsinger’s 
paragraphs. 
You’ll see they 
summarize why 
his project is 
important. 



Doug Postels 
of MSU used 
Luchsinger’s 
technique  
in his R01 
clinical trial 
grant worth 
$9 million 



When you write background information  
that reviewers need to understand your  
project, weave together background about 
the problem and what you intend to do 
about the problem. 

Do this using words like “we”, “us”, “this  
project”, “preliminary data”, “understanding”, 
“this work”, etc. 
	

How to write background info 



Weaving background and solution 

Colin 
Parrish 



 -- Thomas Jansson 

Weaving background and solution 



By the way, too much background 
info can kill your grant 

The more background you have, the less 
space you’ll have to explain your strategy 
and careful planning to guarantee your 
study will work. Reviewers will complain 
your plans of execution lack detail and  
kill your grant. 



If reviewers don’t understand why you 
decided upon approach A when 9 out of 
10 in your field choose B, you’ve given 
them all the ammunition they need to say 
you don’t know what you’re doing.  

 
 
 

Howard Kaufman: I agree pretty much with everything Andy said, but I was less enthusiastic for a few other reasons. First of all, this is clearly a strong group and they’ve done a lot of pre-clinical work in this area, and I thought that was a major strength of the application. However, as Andy sort of eluded, their justification for picking this particular drug, I think was somewhat lacking. 

I felt it would've been strengthened by either a more raw justification based on the literature or based on their own work in terms of how this drug may in fact be influencing a colorectal cell-proliferation. And so for that reason, I gave it the score that I did. 

Anticipate reviewers’ objections by 
justifying any unusual decision you 
made about how to run your studies 



Some justifications take only a 
sentence: 
 
 
 
“The justification for this approach is that 
insulin [55-59] and IGF-I [60, 61] have 
both been shown to be stimulators of 
trophoblast amino acid and/or glucose 
transport.”   
                                                            
                                       
 

-- Thomas Jansson 



A Why paragraph is a great way to  
justify a decision that needs a  
lengthy explanation 

-- James Fleckenstein 



At the end of your grant, say  
thank you 

Your last sentence should be, “Thank you  
for your consideration.” None of your  
competitors will do this, so you will 
definitely be remembered. And if reviewers 
have to turn you down now, they’ll be 
encouraged to give you better advice on  
on winning next time than they might give 
you otherwise. 



 
 
 

I felt it would've been strengthened by either a more raw justification based on the literature or based on their own work in terms of how this drug may in fact be influencing a colorectal cell-proliferation. And so for that reason, I gave it the score that I did. 

Benefits from saying, “Thank you.” 

1.  Reviewers will be less likely to 
forget what your grant is about. 

2.  They may give you better advice 
in your Summary Statement. 

3.  They may even bump up your 
scores a bit. 
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